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Introduction
Protein interactions in the living cell are dynamic, and techniques that rely on chemical fixation or disruption of cell structure can provide only limited information about these interactions. Technological advances in light microscopy imaging, combined with the availability of genetically encoded fluorescent proteins now provide the tools to obtain spatial and temporal distribution of protein associations in living cells (Clegg, 1996; Day, 1998; Periasamy, 2001) . The technique of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), for example, can provide information about the interactions between labelled cellular proteins on the spatial scale of angstroms (Gordon et al. , 1998; Varma & Mayor, 1998; Kenworthy et al. , 2000; Kraynov et al. , 2000) . Energy transfer, however, occurs on a temporal scale of nanoseconds, and steady-state digitized video fluorescence microscopy techniques cannot acquire images on this temporal scale (Ludwig et al. , 1992; Jurgens et al. , 1996; Mitra et al. , 1996; Periasamy & Day, 1999; Majoul et al. , 2001) . What is required is an imaging modality that can achieve both the spatial and temporal resolution necessary to detect the dynamic interactions of proteins inside the living cell.
Recent improvements in high-speed lasers, and the development of very sensitive, high-speed gated image detection devices and image-processing techniques have aided the development of fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) microscopy (Lakowicz & Berndt, 1991; Gadella et al. , 1993; Dowling et al. , 1998; Straub & Hell, 1998; Ng et al. , 1999 (Periasamy et al. , 1996) . The fluorescence lifetime of a fluorophore is critically dependent upon the local environment that surrounds the probe. As biological interactions occur over a similar time scale, monitoring the localized changes in probe fluorescence lifetime provides an enormous advantage for imaging dynamic cellular events (Herman et al. , 1997; Herman, 1998 ). An important advantage of these time-resolved fluorescent lifetime measurements is that they are independent of change in probe concentration, photobleaching, and other factors that limit intensity-based steady-state measurements (Herman et al. , 1997; Lakowicz, 1999) . When combined with FRET, this approach can provide direct evidence for the physical interactions between proteins with very high temporal resolution, providing the methodology for analysing dynamic protein interactions in two or three dimensions (Periasamy et al ., 2001a,b; Verveer et al. , 2001) . Importantly, because only one protein partner, the donor, is monitored, it is unnecessary to use spectral bleed-through correction in FRET-FLIM images.
In this paper we describe the design and development of a nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy system that uses a picosecondgated multichannel plate image intensifier, providing two-and three-dimensional distribution of localization of interactions of the transcription factor CAATT/enhancer binding protein alpha (C/EBP α ) in living pituitary cells. We also describe the developed software package used to process the double exponential decay images of the protein-protein interaction process.
Materials and methods

FRET theory
FRET is a process involving the radiationless transfer of energy from a donor fluorophore to an appropriately positioned acceptor fluorophore (Förster, 1965; Stryer, 1978; Van Der Meer et al. , 1994; Wu & Brand, 1994; Lakowicz, 1999) . FRET can occur when the emission spectrum of a donor fluorophore significantly overlaps (> 30%) the absorption spectrum of an acceptor (see Fig. 1 ), provided that the donor and acceptor fluorophores dipoles are in favourable mutual orientation. As the efficiency of energy transfer varies inversely with the sixth power of the distance separating the donor and acceptor fluorophores, the distance over which FRET can occur is limited to between 1 and 10 nm. When the spectral overlap dipole orientation and distance criteria are satisfied, illumination of the donor fluorophore results in sensitized fluorescence emission from the acceptor, indicating that the tagged proteins are separated by < 10 nm.
The energy transfer efficiency ( E ), the rate of energy transfer ( k T ), and the distance between donor and acceptor molecule ( r ) are calculated using the following equations (Lakowicz, 1999) :
where τ D and τ DA are the donor excited state lifetime in the absence and presence of the acceptor; R 0 is the Förster distance -that is, the distance between the donor and the acceptor at which half the excitation energy of the donor is transferred to the acceptor while the other half is dissipated by all other processes, including light emission; n is the refractive index; Q D is the quantum yield of the donor, κ 2 is a factor describing the relative dipole orientation.
The overlap integral J ( λ ) (see Fig. 1 ) expresses the degree of spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption. 
where f D ( λ ) is the corrected fluorescence intensity of the donor wavelength in the range λ and λ + d λ , with the total intensity normalized to unity; ε A ( λ ) is the extinction coefficient of the acceptor at λ , which is in units of M -1 cm -1 .
FLIM theory
The fluorescence lifetime ( τ ) is defined as the average time that a molecule remains in an excited state prior to returning to the ground state. In practice, the fluorescence lifetime is defined as the time in which the fluorescence intensity decays to 1/e of the intensity immediately following excitation (Lakowicz, 1999) . Excited-state lifetime measurements are independent of change in excitation light intensity, probe concentrations and light scattering, but highly dependent on the local environment of the fluorophore. Instrumental methods for measuring fluorescence lifetimes are divided into two major categories, frequency-domain (Gratton et al. , 1984; Lakowicz, 1999) and time-domain (Demas, 1983; O'Connor & Phillips, 1984) . In this paper we describe the development of the timedomain method of data acquisition and processing (Periasamy et al. , 1996; Sharman et al. , 1999) . To date, most measurements of fluorescence lifetimes have been performed in solution or cell suspensions, although fluorescence lifetime measurements through a microscope have been reported using photon counting (Morgan et al. , 1992; Schönle et al. , 2000) . Unfortunately, these photon-counting instruments do not allow visualization (either 2-D or 3-D) of regional differences in fluorescence within the cell. A fluorophore in a microscopic sample may exist, for example, in two environmentally distinct regions and have a similar fluorescence intensity distribution in both regions but have different fluorescence lifetimes. Measurements of fluorescence intensity alone would not reveal any difference between two or more regions, but imaging of the fluorescence lifetime can reveal such regional differences.
In this study we used the rapid lifetime determination (RLD) method, which is a family of data analysis techniques for fitting experimental data that conform to single and double exponential decays with or without baseline contribution (Ballew & Demas, 1989; Sharman et al. , 1999) . This allows us to calculate the decay parameters using the areas under different regions of the decay rather than recording a complete multipoint curve and analysing the decay by the traditional least square methods (Demas, 1983) . In quantitative analysis, it is important to estimate measurement precision in the presence of noise. We evaluated the performance over a wide range of experimental conditions in order to assess the optimum conditions and the theoretical limitations for contiguous and overlapped gating procedures for single-and doubleexponential decay using Monte Carlo simulations (Sharman et al. , 1999) . The following equations (overlapped gating) were used to process the nanosecond FRET-FLIM data (Sharman et al. , 1999) :
For double exponential decay
where (13) (14)
where τ, τ 1 and τ 2 are sample lifetimes, k, k 1 and k 2 are the pre-exponential factors, D 0 , D 1 , D 2 and D 3 , are total integrated signal during the time interval ∆T as shown in Fig. 2 . O, P, Q, x, y and DISC are intermediate calculations.
Preparation of cells for FRET-FLIM
The recent resurgence in interest in the FRET microscopy approach has been driven by the availability of the different colour fluorescent proteins (Heim & Tsien, 1996; Ellenberg et al., 1998; Tsien, 1998; Cubitt et al., 1999; Sullivan & Kay, 1999) . Mutagenesis of the Aequoria victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP) has yielded proteins that fluoresce from blue to yellowish green, and some of these expressed protein tags have proven to be suitable as donor and acceptor pairs for FRET microscopy (Periasamy et al., 2001b; Tsien, 1998) . A cyan (blue-green) colour variant (CFP) was generated that is resistant to photobleaching and shares an extensive spectral overlap with the yellowish fluorescent protein (YFP), allowing this combination to be used in FRET studies (Miyawaki et al., 1999) . For the studies described here the sequence encoding the DNA binding and dimerization domain of the transcription factor C/EBPα (Lincoln et al., 1994) was fused in-frame to
the commercially available CFP or YFP colour variants (www.clontech.com) to generate CFP-C/EBP ∆244 and YFP-C/EBP ∆244 . For transfection, mouse pituitary GHFT1-5 cells (Lew et al., 1992) were harvested and transfected with the indicated plasmid DNA(s) by electroporation (Day, 1998; Schaufele et al., 2001) . The total input DNA was kept constant using empty vector DNA. Cell extracts from transfected cells were analysed by Western blot to verify that the tagged proteins were of the appropriate size as described previously (Day, 1998) . For imaging, the cells were inoculated dropwise onto a sterile cover glass in 35 mm culture dishes, allowed to attach prior to gently flooding the culture dish with media, and maintained for 18-36 h prior to imaging. The coverglass with cells attached was inserted into a chamber containing the appropriate medium and the chamber was then placed on the microscope stage (Periasamy & Herman, 1994 ). Figure 3 shows a diagram illustrating the design of the nanosecond FRET-FLIM imaging system. This system consists of an inverted Nikon TE300 microscope equipped with epifluorescence and transmitted illumination. A Plan Apo 60× magnification, 1.2 numerical aperture (NA), water immersion objective lens was used for the experiments presented in this paper. The epi-fluorescent light source used was a 100 W mercury arc lamp for selecting well-expressed cells for the experiments. A Coherent Verdi (532 nm; 5 W) pumped Ti:sapphire pulsed IR laser (76 MHz; 150 fs; tunable wavelength 700-1000 nm) was tuned to 880 nm and then doubled using a frequency doubler (FD) (www.coherentinc.com / ) to obtain a wavelength of 440 nm. The 440 nm pulsed-laser beams were aligned to the Nikon TE300 epi-fluorescence microscope port through the motorized beam expander to illuminate the living cells. The beam expander has five adjustments, which allowed the back focal plane to be filled for each of the different objective lenses on the microscope (www.microcosm.com /). The LaVision (www.lavision.de) ultrafast-gating image intensifier coupled to a CCD camera was mounted to one of the output ports of the microscope to acquire time-resolved images of proteins in living cells. This camera allows operating the gate width from 300 ps to 1 ms and a repetition rate from single shot to 110 MHz. This gated image intensifier camera was synchronized with the high-speed excitation laser pulses using 4-5% of the excitation laser light on a high-speed photodiode (LaVision photodiode unit). The signal from the photodiode was used to trigger the camera gating pulse via a time-delay unit and synchronizing electronics. The synchronizing electronics units provide a jitter-free signal to trigger the gating camera, which is necessary because the gating of the camera will be shifted by picoseconds or nanoseconds depending on the lifetime of the fluorophore being measured (Periasamy et al., 1996) . Both the laser and camera gating pulse were monitored on the oscilloscope to visualize the synchronization. A high signal-to-noise (S / N) ratio for the acquired images was achieved using the LaVision gated multichannel plate (MCP) image intensifier, allowing direct visualization of dynamic protein associations in the living cell in real-time. The specially designed gating photocathode (S20; spectral range 200-900 nm) used in the MCP intensifier has about 23% quantum efficiency in the visible spectrum. This MCP is lens coupled to a two-stage Peltier forced air-cooled CCD chip (interline progressive scan) of active area 640 × 480 with pixel size of about 10 µm and with 12-bit dynamic range at 12.5 MHz readout rates (approximately 25 frames s -1 ).
Instrumentation
FRET-FLIM image acquisition and processing
We used the FLIM imaging methodology to acquire timeresolved images of CFP-C/EBP∆244 (donor) in the absence and presence of the acceptor YFP-C/EBP∆244. Mouse pituitary GHFT1-5 cells expressing with CFP-C/EBP∆244 (in the absence of acceptor) were identified using an arc lamp light source. As described above (Instrumentation section), the 440 nm laser line was used as an excitation wavelength to illuminate the cell and the high-speed camera was used to acquire timeresolved images using 480/30 nm emission filters. The camera gating was synchronized (see explanation in the Instrumentation Section) to the excitation laser pulse. Following the delivery of an excitation laser pulse, at some delay time t1 = 1 ns, the photocathode was turned on (gating, ∆T) for about 2 ns to accumulate the photons (see Fig. 2 ). The amplified signal at the image intensifier was then accumulated on the coupled CCD chip. The accumulation time varied from 300 ms to 1 s depending on the signal level from the labelled cells. This was possible because many stable laser-pulses (76 × 10 6 pulses s -1 ) caused excitation during that time of data acquisition. After the first gate image (D 0 ) acquisition the second gate image (D 1 ) was acquired by moving the timing of turning the photocathode about half a nanosecond (t2, t2 > t1; 1 ns) from the previous gate window (Fig. 2) . This allowed overlapping the gating time about 50% of the first gate as shown in Fig. 2 . The overlapped gating scheme provides more photon counts than the contiguous gating method (Sharman et al., 1999) . For one component, two gates were acquired, requiring a total of 1 s. Processing the images required another 500 ms for 256 × 256 pixels with 12-bit resolution. Thus, a maximum of 3 s was necessary to acquire, process, and display the images on a PC platform. The decay Eqs. (7) and (8) were used to process the Then we replaced the chamber with cells expressing the combination of CFP-C/EBP∆244 and YFP-C/EBP∆244. The timeresolved images were acquired using the same excitation (440 nm laser line) and emission filter (480/30 nm) used for donor alone time-resolved image acquisition (www.chromatech.com). The above-described procedure was repeated to collect four overlap-gated time-resolved images (D 0 , D 1 , D 2 and D 3 ; see Fig. 7 ). The double exponential fluorescence lifetimes (τ DA1 , τ DA2 ) were processed and calculated for overlapped gating by using the Eqs. (9) to (12) without fitting a large number of data points as required by conventional least-square methods (O'Connor & Phillips, 1984) . These donor images in the absence (τ D ) and in the presence of the acceptor (τ DA1 , τ DA2 ) were processed for lifetime FRET images. All images were acquired at room temperature (23 °C). We did not observe any detectable autofluorescence signals using the unlabelled cells in the same media used for FRET-FLIM imaging. Moreover, the fluorescence signal was stronger than the autofluorescence signal and there was negligible involvement of autofluorescence in the processed lifetime images.
Results and discussions
In this study we implemented the developed nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy to characterize intranuclear dimer formation for the transcription factor C/EBPα in living pituitary cells. Members of the C/EBP family of transcription factors are critical determinants of cell differentiation. C/EBPα controls the transcription of genes involved in energy, including those encoding anterior pituitary growth hormone (GH) and prolactin (PRL) (Jacobs & Stanley, 1999) . C/EBPα is a basic region-leucine zipper (b-zip) transcription factor that forms dimers through contacts in the leucine zipper and binds to specific DNA elements via the basic region. We recently showed that GFP-tagged C/EBPα expressed in mouse pituitary GHFT1-5 cells was localized to subnuclear sites associated with pericentromeric heterochromatin Schaufele et al., 2001) , and this pattern was identical to that for the endogenous protein in differentiated mouse adipocytes (Tang & Lane, 1999) . Our studies indicated that the b-zip region of C/EBPα (AA 244-358) fused to GFP was sufficient for subnuclear targeting of the fusion protein in pituitary GHFT1-5 cells . As this region contains the dimerization domain, we sought to determine whether the expressed fusion proteins were associated as dimers in these subnuclear sites using the technique of nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy.
To answer these questions, we acquired time-resolved images of CFP-C/EBP∆244 expressed in living pituitary cells (as demonstrated in Figs 2 and 4) . The images were then processed pixel-by-pixel using decay Eqs. (7) to (12) for single and double exponential decays to obtain the distribution of CFP (donor) fluorescence lifetimes within the cell nucleus. The results shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate the processed single-and double-exponential decay 2D image of the donor (CFP-C/ EBP∆244) in the absence and presence of acceptor. The minimum lifetime temporal resolution of this imaging system is about 50-100 ps, depending upon the signal-to-noise of the time resolved images. The energy transfer efficiency (E) and distance (r) between the donor and acceptor were calculated using the Eqs (1) to (6) (see FRET theory section). The available literature value for refractive index (n = 1.4), the assumed dipole orientation for the random movement (κ 2 = 2/3) and the quantum yield of the donor (Q D = 0.4) have been used in the equations to calculate the lifetime (Lakowicz, 1999; www.clontech.com) . Förster distance R 0 value was calculated (R 0 = 52.77) for CFP-YFP fluorophore using Eqs. (5) and (6) and the spectrum shown in Fig. 1 . The mean lifetime of the donor in the absence of acceptor for CFP-C/EBPα protein is τ D = 2.2 ns as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . We demonstrated that the FRET-FLIM technique provides high temporal and spatial distribution of lifetimes in a single cell nucleus as shown in Fig. 4 (b) in a selected small region of interest (ROI). We did not get a reasonable image or lifetime number when we processed the τ D image for the second component decay.
It is important to note that the donor alone intensity image contains distinct foci (like the one shown in Fig. 6, D 0 -D 3 ) , whereas the corresponding lifetime image is flat (shown in Fig. 4a ). Using the FRET-FLIM technique we follow the change in lifetime of the donor molecule in the absence and presence of acceptor. In the absence of acceptor (donor alone) there is no change in the pixel intensity distribution because there is no change in lifetime. The single component decay measurement uses two images to obtain the lifetime image. As shown in Eq (7), if there is no change in lifetime in the pixels for these two images, the lifetime image will be flat. This clearly demonstrates the importance of comparing the lifetime image with the intensity image. We found that in the presence of acceptor the donor lifetime was changed as a result of quenching, and this was revealed by the appearance of discrete foci in the lifetime image (shown in Fig. 4c) .
If dimerization of CFP-and YFP-tagged C/EBP∆244 resulted in energy transfer, we would expect a change in the donor lifetime. Here we measured a significant decrease in the CFP-C/ EBP∆244 in lifetime from 2.2 ns in the absence of acceptor to τ DA1 = 1.6 ns in the presence of acceptor (Fig. 4(c)-(f ) ). The respective colour bar inserts in Fig. 4(a) ,(c) and (e) provide protein (blue/cyan colour) and background (red/black colour) lifetime distributions. The lifetime numbers that are observed in regions of the nucleus not containing CFP-C/ EBP∆244 could be contributions due to the presence of protein complex above or below the focal plane. The background black colour lifetime is zero but the red colour has some lifetime numbers (0.5-1.2 ns). The distributions of CFP-C/ EBP∆244 lifetimes in a ROI or one of the foci in one and two components are shown in Fig. 4(d) and (f ), respectively. The Fig. 2 . Using the double exponential decay Eqs (9) to (12) we processed these images for one- (Fig. 6LI ) and two- (Fig. 4e) Fig. 4(d) and (f ). Only a few pixels show > 0.8 ns and > 2.0 ns for the second and first component lifetimes, respectively. Taken together, these results demonstrate that the distance between donor and acceptor labelled proteins was not strictly linear, but rather was a distance distribution. Not all the proteins in a particular ROI have double exponential decays. If for some reason, a distance within 1-10 nm separates different parts of the donor and acceptor molecular pair, then there is a possibility of getting a two-component lifetime for that particular pair. For this kind of decay processes there should be a correlation between one-and two-component lifetimes. We demonstrate in Fig. 5 that there is a correlation between one and two components. This type of measurement is not feasible using intensity-based steady-state FRET microscopy, and can only be accomplished by nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy.
To analyse further the interactions of CFP-YFP-C/EBP∆244 proteins, we selected one component FRET-FLIM image to study different regions in two nuclei as shown in Fig. 6(LI) . The protein complex is like a spherical spot in the intensity image (see the time-resolved images D 0 to D 3 ) but in the FRET-FLIM image the protein complex is highly resolved. As we explained above we have seen highly resolved foci (shown in Fig. 7 . Three-dimensional distribution of distance and efficiency of CFP-YFP-C/EBP∆244 protein dimerization at different foci for three ROIs marked in Fig. 6 . ROI 2 and 3 are from the same nucleus and ROI 4 is from a different nucleus as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 4c ) in the presence of acceptor but not in a donor alone lifetime FRET image as shown in Fig. 4(a) . This detailed spatial and temporal distribution of the C/EBPα proteins in the nuclear foci could not be obtained using the intensity-based FRET imaging system as shown in Fig. 6(IF) . Different ROIs marked on the one component FRET-FLIM image (Fig. 6LI) results were plotted using different colour schemes to represent the percent efficiency and distance (see Figs 6 and 7) and this demonstrated that there were regional differences in the interactions of proteins CFP-YFP-C/EBP∆244. Different colours in the 3D graphs for efficiency and distance represent various ranges as shown by the label at the bottom. The efficiency distribution of the 3D plot in Fig. 6 (bottom left) has a high efficiency compared to the other ROIs shown in Fig. 7 . The distance distribution in ROI-4 (see Figs 6 and 7) has higher values than in other regions. This clearly demonstrates that the nanosecond FRET-FLIM imaging system delineates the regional variations of protein dimerization at the nanometre scale. It is important to point out that less error is involved in distance calculation using κ 2 = 2/3 in FRET-FLIM imaging mode compared to steady-state FRET imaging. For example, for the CFP/YFP pair the steady-state FRET measurements provide efficiency E = 55% and distance r = 5.1 nm. The FRET-FLIM based measurements values were E = 26% (±4.1) and r = 6.0 nm (±2.3). Reasonable agreement was found when we compared the FRET-FLIM-based distance measurement with the distance calculated using the molecular size and other parameters.
It has been outlined in the literature that energy transfer was primarily considered a single donor-acceptor or situations in which there was a single acceptor near each donor (Förster, 1965; Van Der Meer et al., 1994; Wu & Brand, 1994) . However, there are situations in which multiple donor-acceptor interactions, such as in solutions or like focal adhesion proteins, allow the possibility of studying many proteins at one event. Steady-state FRET imaging is probably good for localizing single donor-acceptor interactions, but it is not possible to monitor the multiple pairs of interactions at one time. Multiple pairs of interactions have been measured in solutions (Lakowicz, 1999) but not in any biological specimen. Moreover, this technology would help to obtain much more significant and useful information on complex situations in protein interactions in a single living cell.
Conclusion
We have described in this paper the development of a nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy system using a picosecond gated image intensifier coupled to a high read out CCD camera. The capability of this novel imaging system was demonstrated to study CFP-YFP-C/EBP∆244 protein dimerization in the living cell nucleus. FRET-FLIM images provide high temporal and spatial lifetime distributions of protein dimerization. The decrease in the donor lifetime in the presence of the acceptor indicates the occurrence of energy transfer. In addition to that the double exponential decay analysis of FRET-FLIM images in the presence of acceptor demonstrates that there may be more than one distance between donor and acceptor molecules. We are currently working on collecting data in the Zaxis (or optical sections) that would allow us to obtain regional distribution of proteins for the foci in Z-direction. Moreover, the spectral bleed-through is not a problem since we follow only the change in donor lifetime in nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy. This system is capable of providing high temporal (50-100 ps) and spatial (nanometre) resolution. This novel nanosecond FRET-FLIM imaging technology would revolutionize monitoring various protein associations in living specimens in real time. This nanosecond FRET-FLIM microscopy may also help to detect early tumour identification, as the cancerous growth exhibits selective concentrations of specific proteins.
